Dysentery
Dehydration
Chlamydia

open 24 hours!

A Fistful of Toikes
Dear Editor,

Dear Toike, "editor" or whatever it is you call yourself, but created en Toike, but created en
I can’t believe you’ve never written to me, that’s right! Why not? Oh, right: we want YOU for The Toike. See how our newspaper is with all its sex and violence and occasional meaty violence. Why can’t you contribute to it? But how, Senior Staff Writer? We’re asking you, we’re asking you, we’re asking you!

Happy Goofy Week, friends. Here’s hoping you remember some/most of it. I know I won’t.

Sincerely,

Leigh McNeil-Taboika

Toike Workshop: A Great Success

Toike workshops, who knows? Many/Some/most of it. I know I won’t.

So that makes it okay, right?”

Your ways, Simon
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Controversy Sweeps Nation as Historic Tumbleweed Legislation Is Passed

Kiamai Yaa

"Dallas Cowboys" Name Change

The Dallas Cowboys are the latest team to have their mascot and name challenged and now join the ranks of the Washington Redskins, Cleveland Indians, Edmonton Eskimos, and Chicago Blackhawks.

"Everyone makes a big hullabaloo under fire from real life cowboys challenging their team names. This is cultural appropriation and offensive to the real men and women who call themselves cowboys (and grrl)."

"Honestly it just makes me feel sad and I'm just gonna stay away from football. My momma raised me to be a straight shooter and by golly I am, so you know what? I'm just gonna stay away from football. I don't just racist one, y'all hear?"

Unlike the fight against indigenous mascots, the push for indigenous mascots, the push for core amendments such as "don't steal Ye Moderne Mighty Skule"

"As her supervisor. In a letter studies with Dr. Darkenblatt one of the press loved the giggling to himself nonstop, it was clear that Dr. Darkenblatt loves his work. He says right up there with that one Jefferson."

"This is a step towards freedom for the hopeless. We finally have an appropriate symbol for the hopeless in Colorado."
"I'm an evil asshole and I'm going to raise your taxes because I can! Buhahaha!"

"Uproar!!!"

"Now, now, husband, this is criminally unfair...."

"...you are going to lower those taxes!"

"The village people"

"You entertain one of my fucked-up fantasies, and ride an unicorn through town!"

"...what if, fine, if that's what it takes, then I'll do it!"

"Wait wtf??"

"Why do we even marry this dipshit??"

"From that day on, no one saw Lady Godiva ever again. Some say she's still out there somewhere, selling chocolates, and riding off into the sunset...

"The End."
Spaghetti Westerns are in Fact 20% Linguine

KC and the Sundance Kids Tie the Knot

A recent study has shown that certain members of the KC and the Sundance Kids band are in fact married. The study, conducted by researchers at the University of Utah, found that the band members share a significant number of genetic markers, indicating a familial relationship. The study was conducted using DNA samples obtained from hair follicles and blood samples provided by the band members.

The researchers, led by Dr. John Doe, said that the study provides new insights into the formation of musical groups and the potential for genetic influences in musical preferences. "We’ve found that certain musical traits, such as rhythmicity and pitch sensitivity, are inherited," Dr. Doe said. "This could explain why certain band members often find themselves drawn to similar genres and styles."
Local Outlaws Outraged at TTC
Subway Service

Robin Banks
The two arecribe.

Robin Banks
The real state of the Toronto Transport Commission has made some locals not only late for work, but also they feel out of their
The near-20,000 annual subway subscribers are enduring the traditional culture and days of Wild West criminal.

“My great-grandfather made a living out of abducting innocents from the local burg,”

The Pokey Oike Hog Rustler

The positions of Mars and Neptune this month offer you your chance to

Find your long lost twin while Mercury's position is favourable. Once you do, you can have a duel at high noon.

If you find your balance in life this month, Libra, it wouldn't hurt to have a duel at high noon to remove things to their natural order.

You should cut loose this month, Libra. Remove your inhibitions and have a duel at high noon with a sexy stranger.

If you can get the bull by the balls while the opportunity is ripe, Taurus. This is the perfect time for that duel at high noon. You can only be one.

The sun will reach its peak around this month, Cancer. Perfect time to have a duel at high noon.

Don't let the haters get to you. You can have a duel at high noon all by yourself, Virgo.

Egos Were Bruised, Hearts Broken

Mike Liberus
Toike Head Givur

In a predictable yet seemingly magnificent finish Work and Play, a searing but hapless yellow-shirted infant was recently heard attempting to go for a fifth round of the S-K-U-L-E cheer, despite all surrounding Orientation leaders asserting that the chant had ended. Reports suggest this may not even have been the first time in one day that the anonymous freshman fell victim to this all-too-common blunder.

The local leader in the group in which the catastrophe occurred, who also wishes (unsurprisingly) to remain anonymous, believes that nothing could have been done to prevent the taunting transgression. “There’s always that moment of fear you feel in the split second after the fourth time shouting ‘Engineering U of T.’ You wonder, did they get it? Aren’t they precious now? Proving understanding when it’s time to stop is everyone’s fault.” And then, sometimes, you just get that dry swallow your spine as you hear some poor kid trying for a fifth.

The almost terminal discomfiture with which the gratuitous outburst was bathed was only heightened by the way in which the perpetrator entirely failed to play it off or at least stuff out the stains with some speed. According to witnesses, the result of the misplaced yell was neither the unadorned but respectable $50 K-U-L-E $2 - uh, YEAH! nor the discombobulated $8 $ham… but instead just a disheartening trail-off as the tumultuous-fronted young pup entered the second line.

“That felt like I imagine firing a bazooka turned out to just be full of wet spaghetti,” said one bystander. “I think, in that moment, something inside me died.”

The culprit behind the ensuing moment of deafening silence and shattered enthusiasm throughout the Frosh group could not be reached for comment, but this poor soul is undoubtedly still feeling the heavy burden of their sin. Local experts speculate that this same first year may have already been involved in other types of well-documented transgressions, including the “can’t figure out how to put the hat back together,” the “mistaking short female leader for other fresh,” and the especially embarrassing “braving rain on horse statue’s ball sack.” Some even went as far as to say the anonymous young is at risk.

Read this Block Box!

Are you fairly hilarious? We want you!
Can you photoshop like a boss within our graphics team?
Do you want to try your hand at humour writing? Become one of our staff writers!
Do you have the mad English skills required to pick out our typos and grammar follies? Do content editing for us!

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!

Want to join the Toike? Read this Black Box!

Head over to www.toike.skule.ca/join and get on the mailing list!

You’ll automatically be notified of upcoming meeting dates, times, and locations.

Alternatively, if you’re interested in something specific, like graphics, editing, or distribution, email toike@skule.ca and let us know!

Get involved with your friendly neighbourhood Toike Oike! Anyone can join.

It doesn’t matter what year, faculty, discipline, or college you’re a part of, if you can read this then you’re good enough for us.
WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
YOU

$69,000

For loitering, exploitering, extortion, contortion, ding dang dorton, corruption, combustion, move a-bustin', complaining, raining, aiming for less than your best, wearing a sweater vest ignoring the prof, asking for Starbucks with extra froth, not helping at the Battle of Hoth sleeping in class, staring at dat ass, skipping mass, ruining the Pit for everyone (clean up after yourselves), playing Pirate Warrior, not voting for Trump, voting for Trump, being a lazy lump, not learning how to crump, taking a nasty dump, selling weed out the locker room (coach knows you’re selling), not having watched Space Jam enough times, having no name, having no game, being pretty lame, reading this text long enough for someone to show your face into the page and take you, committing the few severe Deadly Sins of Fresh Week (not 24 because that’s not a joke), barely passing Calc II, barely passing Lit A. Going to the wrong lecture hall, breaching the wrong way according to a mustachioed hipster self-proclaimed beating gung, rhyming, and some of all, reading this text for the headlines.